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Agenda
● Brief introduction to OD2I IG
● Update on activities since P11
● The OD2I reference conceptualization
● Conceptualizing data to information in a cloud infrastructure
● Discussion
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● Primary data are interpreted for their meaning in determinate contexts

○ Primary data can be observational, experimental, simulation 
○ Contexts relevant to science, industry, or society generally

● Within a context
○ Primary data are uninterpreted
○ Data interpretation results in meaningful data
○ Meaningful data is information

● Primary data thus evolve to become contextually meaningful information
○ Information about the natural and human worlds of interest



Examples



Scientific Unmanned Aircraft Systems
● Observational data: Multispectral Imagery
● Information: Manure Nutrient Management and Biomass Estimations
● Activity: Evaluation of agricultural soil climate change mitigation potential

By Lindsay Barbieri and Jane Wyngaard



Increasing information value

Essential Biodiversity Variables

By Alex Hardisty and Jacco Konijn



Intelligent Transportation Systems
● Observational data: Road pavement vibration
● Information: Descriptions of vehicles, their type, speed and driving direction
● Activity: Machine learning classification of vibration patterns



OD2I IG
● Advance understanding for how observational data evolve to information
● Primary focus on research data and the scientific domain
● Advance systems in their support to capture meaning
● Information rather than data, or data and their meaning
● Be a global platform for advancing this subject matter



OD2I IG
● Started at P8 in Denver with a BoF
● Endorsed IG at P11 in Berlin
● BoF meetings in between
● Collected and presented use cases
● Networking with other RDA IGs/WGs
● Initial work on a OD2I Reference Conceptualization



Since Berlin (P11)
● Regular monthly conference calls

○ One Europe-Americas friendly
○ More recently, one Europe-Australasia friendly

● Discussions and a some concrete outcomes
○ OD2I Reference Conceptualization
○ Networking with 

■ Virtual Research Environments IG 
■ Small Unmanned Aircraft Systems’ Data IG
■ Brokering Framework WG

○ Joint sessions, e.g. with VRE IG tomorrow, 9:30 (Tsodilo B1)
○ Joint publication with some IG members



http://www.digitalearth2019.eu/



Challenges
● Pathfinding
● Defining and refining the scope
● Identify priorities
● Attract members
● Obtain new use cases



OD2I 
Reference Conceptualization
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Definitions



Datum

Joan Miró 
Landscape 

(1968)



Datum

A datum is a putative [supposed] fact regarding some 
difference or lack of uniformity within some context

Floridi, L. (2011). The Philosophy of Information. Oxford University Press.



Primary and derivative data
● Primary data are the principal data stored, for example in a database

○ For instance, numerical values resulting from observation activities
○ Measurement data acquired from sensor networks

● Derivative data are data that are extracted from some (primary) data 
○ Primary data used as indirect sources
○ About things other than those directly addressed by the primary data themselves 

Floridi, L. (2011). The Philosophy of Information. Oxford University Press.



Information
● An item σ is an instance of information if 

○ σ consists of n data, n ≥ 1
○ the data are well formed
○ the well-formed data are meaningful
○ the meaningful data are truthful

Floridi, L. (2011). The Philosophy of Information. Oxford University Press.



Data interpretation
● Activity carried out by an interpreter through which data becomes information
● Data are uninterpreted symbols with no meaning for the system concerned
● Interpretation occurs within a real-world context and for a particular purpose
● The interpreter thus determines the contextual meaning of data

Aamodt, A and Nygård, M. 1995. Different roles and mutual dependencies 
of data, information, and knowledge – An AI perspective on their 
integration. Data & Knowledge Engineering, 16(3): 191–222. DOI: 
https://doi.org/10.1016/0169-023X(95)00017-M 

https://doi.org/10.1016/0169-023X(95)00017-M


Knowledge
● Learned information
● Information incorporated in an agent’s reasoning resources
● Made ready for use within decision processes
● Output of learning processes

Aamodt, A and Nygård, M. 1995. Different roles and mutual dependencies 
of data, information, and knowledge – An AI perspective on their 
integration. Data & Knowledge Engineering, 16(3): 191–222. DOI: 
https://doi.org/10.1016/0169-023X(95)00017-M 

https://doi.org/10.1016/0169-023X(95)00017-M


Data to information in a cloud infrastructure
A D4Science virtual research environment demonstrator in aerosol science





Use Case in Aerosol Science
Study of New Particle Formation Events

● Events whereby new particulate matter forms in the atmosphere
● Diameter size of particulate matter grows over time
● Aerosol scientists detect events by analysing observational data
● Events are described for their properties (e.g., duration)
● Relevant to climate change and respiratory health research



Virtual Research Environment



















● Syntactic and semantic homogeneity of derivative data across researchers
● Systematic acquisition of derivative data in infrastructure
● Semantics of derivative data are explicit (and machine readable)

Advantages



Discussion
● General comments
● Reference conceptualization
● D4Science implementation of the aerosol use case
● New use cases
● Work plan until P13
● Work plan beyond P13


